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FINAL MASTERPIECE CONCERT
OF THE SEASON—

A TIME TO TRANSCEND

CSO AT-A-GLANCE 

SAT., APR. 23 • 7:30 PM
CHEYENNE CIVIC CENTER 

 Jennifer Higdon’s Blue Cathedral and 
Brahms’ German Requiem featuring vocal 

soloists Jennifer Bird-Arvidsson and 
Rhys Lloyd Talbot, plus large local choir.

A TIME TO TRANSCEND

Tempo

SEASON SPONSORS

SAT., APR. 30 • 5:00 PM
ATLAS THEATRE 

Join the Symphony Friends for a fantastic 
evening of beer and appetizer pairings with 

music by Synesthesia. Proceeds support 
the Cheyenne Symphony Orchestra. 

TUNES, TAPS AND APPS

SAT., APR. 24 • 2:00 PM
BLUE COMMUNITY EVENTS CENTER 

An afteroon with the 
Wyoming Brass Quintet followed 

by a reception with light appetizers.

HAUSMUSIK 2

SUN., JUNE 5 • 7:00 PM
LIONS PARK AMPHITHEATRE

Watch a breathtaking Wyoming sunset while 
listening to orchestral favorites.

SYMPHONY AT SUNSET

SAT., MAY 7 • 11:00 AM
PAUL SMITH CHILDREN’S VILLAGE

Enjoy The Three Little Pigs featuring
master storyteller Aaron Sommers,

Sarah McCoy, violin and Suzy Wagner, cello.

MUSICAL STORYTIME

On April 23rd, Cheyenne Symphony Orchestra 
will perform the last Masterpiece concert 
of the season A Time to Transcend. This 
especially moving and poignant concert will 
begin with unaccompanied voices singing 
a medieval chant by Hildegard von Bingen.  
CSO Music Director and Conductor, William 
Intriligator says, “As we’ve explored women 
composers all season long, I thought it 
would be wonderful to include music by this 
12th century Saint who was also a genius 
composer, philosopher, mystic, and visionary. 
Special thanks to the  University of Wyoming 
Bel Canto Women’s Chorus, and their director 
Holly Dalrymple, for performing this as an 
“opening act” on this concert!”

Next, the orchestra will perform Blue 
Cathedral by Pulitzer-Prize winning American 
composer Jennifer Higdon. CSO has 
performed some of Higdon’s music in the 
past, yet this particular piece is so beautiful 
and moving, it stands out among all of her 
compositions. Written in 2000 in memory 
of her recently deceased younger brother, 
the piece brings out memories of the dearly 
departed while it washes over us with musical 
sonorities that provide a unique cathartic 
experience. The composer wrote: “As I was 
writing this piece, I found myself imagining a 
journey through a glass cathedral in the sky.” 

Then the orchestra will be joined by two 
vocal soloists and a large, massed choir to 
perform Brahms’ monumental and moving 
German Requiem. This is not a requiem with 
latin text, it’s not a Catholic requiem; rather, 
its spirituality is more universal and focused 
more on comforting the living. Written shortly 
after the death of his mother, this was one 
of Brahms’ earliest masterpieces, and it has 
so much heart and beauty in it. “For me, 

personally, I think it is one of my all-time 
favorite pieces of music. It is so special, so 
moving, and takes the listener on an incredible 
journey,” Maestro Intriligator adds.

The CSO is joined for this performance by the 
Cheyenne Chamber Singers, under the direction 
of Sean Ambrose; University of Wyoming 
Choirs, under the direction of Holly Dalrymple 
and Brian Murray; and select members of the 
Laramie County Community College Cantorei 
and Collegiate Choral, directed by Bethany 
Smith. The Brahms German Requiem also 
features talented soloists, soprano Jennifer Bird-
Arvidsson and bass-baritone, Rhys Lloyd Talbot. 

Following the concert, we invite you to join us 
for a reception at the Albany. Appetizers will 
be generously provided by the DDA and drinks 
will be available for purchase.

THANK YOU TO OUR 
CONCERT SPONSORS!
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“O FRONDENS VIRGA” 
“A musical performance softens hard hearts, leads in the 
humor of reconciliation,
and summons the Holy Spirit.”

“There is the music of Heaven in all things.”   
   
   - Hildegard of Bingen
                                                                                                       

The CSO audience will be treated to a performance of “O 
frondens virga” by Hildegard of Bingen, a 12th-century 
German Benedictine abbess, continuing the season’s 
exploration of women composers.  This short piece is an 
antiphon, a single line of music sung before and after a 
psalm. 

Hildegarde of Bingen is an extraordinary figure in 
women’s history, not only as a talented musician but 
also as an unapologetically prodigious woman who found 
remarkable success by expressing her unique voice.  She 
was a great writer, music composer, medical practitioner 
and philosopher.  She composed around 77 songs.  She is 
one of the best-known composers of sacred monophony, 
as well as the most recorded in modern history.
The song will be performed by the University of 
Wyoming’s Bel Canto Women’s Chorus, under the 
direction of Dr. Holly Dalrymple, accompanied by solo 
cellist, Dr. Beth Vanderborgh.  Bel Canto specializes 
in performances of music written for female voices.  
Concert repertoire ranges from the Renaissance through 
the twenty-first century, including Broadway medleys and 
theatre pieces.

“O frondens virga”
Psalm Antiphon for the Virgen (D155r)

O blooming branch,
You stand upright in your nobility,
as breaks the dawn on high;
Rejoice now and be glad,
and deign to free us frail and weakened,
from the wicked habits of our age; 
Stretch forth your hand 
to lift us up aright.

Translation by Nathaniel M. Campbell, 
www.hildegard-society.org

BLUE CATHEDRAL

Maestro Intriligator has selected Blue Cathedral, 
a composition by Jennifer Higdon to finish out our 
exploration of music by women composers this season.  
Higdon is one of the most-performed, living American 
composers and Blue Cathedral has been played by more 
than 400 symphony orchestras.

Blue Cathedral, a one-movement tone poem, was 
commissioned by the Curtis Institute of Music in 1999 to 
commemorate its 75th anniversary and was dedicated 
to the memory of Higdon’s brother, Andrew Blue, who 
tragically died from cancer.  His death greatly affected 
her, but as she has observed, composing the piece was 
cathartic. “It was about deciding if life was going to be 
about living or about death.” 

The flute and clarinet are prominently featured in the 
piece.  Also, several unusual percussion instruments 
are used, including small triangle, large triangle, 
tuned water glasses, which are played by the horns, 
trombones, and tuba, and Chinese bells, which are 
played at the end of the piece by most of the musicians.  
Hearing blue cathedral will be inspirational, for it is, 
according to Higdon, “a story that commemorates living 
and passing through places of knowledge and of sharing 
and of that song called life.”

It is instructive to read Higdon’s program notes, which 
provide valuable insight: “Cathedrals are a symbolic 
doorway into and out 
of this world….blue 
represents all potential 
and the progression of 
journeys. In my mind’s 
eye the listener would 
enter from the back of the 
sanctuary, floating along 
the corridor amongst giant 
crystal pillars, moving in 
a contemplative stance. 
The stained glass windows’ figures would start moving 
with song, singing a heavenly music. The listener would 
float down the aisle, slowly moving upward at first and 
then progressing at a quicker pace, rising towards an 
immense ceiling which would open to the sky….I wanted 
to create the sensation of contemplation and quiet 
peace at the beginning, moving towards the feeling of 
celebration and ecstatic expansion of the soul.”

Higdon, who was born in Brooklyn in 1962, grew up 
in an artistic family with a father who exposed her to 
various art forms.  However, she received very little 
education in classical music in her home.  Instead, her 
early musical education came from listening to rock and 
folk music.  In high school she joined the band, where 
she began playing percussion.  At about the same time, 
she picked up a flute her mother had bought and began 
teaching herself to play using an old flute method book.  
She knew little about classical music before her college 
years.

Despite the lack of formal training in music, she majored 
in flute performance at Bowling Green State University 
where a teacher encouraged her to explore composition.  



Johannes Brahms was not a religious man. In fact, 
he freely admitted to his biographer that he did not 
necessarily believe in the concept of life after death.  
The combination of these facts seems paradoxical 
for composing a Requiem, defined as a Mass for the 
dead.  But Brahms was a man full of contradictions, so 
for his Requiem, he redefined the genre and instead 
of creating a Mass for the dead, created one for the 
mourners left behind on Earth, and in so doing, created 
something extraordinary.  He often stated that he could 
replace the word “German” with “Human” and be 
left with a more accurate title for his groundbreaking 
work.  Brahms never explicitly stated if he was inspired 
to write his Requiem for anyone in particular, but his 
mother who died in 1865 is certainly a possibility, as is 
the composer Robert Schumann, Brahms’s close friend 
and mentor, who died in 1856 after a long struggle with 
mental illness.

Instead of the traditional Latin Mass, Brahms chose 
to use the Lutheran Bible as his source (thus the 
word “German” in the title) and pieced together 
the text with selections 
from both the Old and New 
Testaments, as well as from 
the Apocrypha.  Brahms does 
not include references to the 
Last Judgment, final pleas, 
and prayers for the dead. He 
makes only a slight reference 
to redemption through the 
death of Jesus, and avoids any 
mention of Christ by name, 
thereby making it vastly different than its Catholic 
Requiem equivalent.  Noted Brahms authority Karl 
Geiringer summed up these differences: “The Latin 
Requiem is a prayer for the dead, threatened with the 
horrors of the Last Judgment; Brahms’s Requiem, on 
the contrary, utters words of consolation, designed 
to reconcile the living with the idea of suffering and 
death.  In the liturgical text whole sentences are filled 
with the darkest menace; in Brahms’s Requiem, each 
of the seven sections closes in a mood of cheerful 
confidence or loving promise.”

Brahms Requiem premiered on April 10, 1868 (Good 
Friday) at the Bremen Cathedral with the composer 
conducting.  Within the first year of its premiere it 
was programmed more than twenty times throughout 
Europe.  Its success allowed Brahms to focus more 
on composing; he was now more financially stable 
and could forego the conducting and piano soloist 
engagements that he had to previously take in 
order to earn his living.  It remains one of the most 
performed and beloved works in Brahms’s vast and 
varied repertoire. Besides the fact that the work is a 
compositional masterpiece, it is possible its popularity 
may be attributed to the fact that Brahms chose to 
avoid writing his Requiem with an overtly dogmatic 
or religion-specific message, but rather, he wrote a 
message to which all humans can relate: a Requiem for 
the people. 
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Higdon struggled to catch up.  She said of beginning 
college, “I didn’t know any Basic Theory, how to spell 
a chord, what intervals were, and I had zero keyboard 
skills. I basically started from the very, very beginning. “  
Obviously, she managed to catch up and later earned 
an Artist’s Diploma from the Curtis Institute of Music, 
and a Master of Arts and PhD in composition from the 
University of Pennsylvania.  From 1994 to 2021, Higdon 
was a professor of composition at the Curtis Institute of 
Music.  She has served as Composer-in-Residence with 
several orchestras.  Her opera Cold Mountain premiered 
at the Santa Fe Opera in 2015.

Higdon has received many awards, including the 
2010 Pulitzer Prize for Music for her Violin Concerto 
and three Grammy Awards for Best Contemporary 
Classical Composition.  She has received commissions 
from major symphony orchestras, including the 
Philadelphia Orchestra, the Cleveland Orchestra, the 
Chicago Symphony, the Atlanta Symphony, the National 
Symphony, the Minnesota Orchestra, the Pittsburgh 
Symphony, the Indianapolis Symphony, and the Dallas 
Symphony. 

BRAHMS’ A GERMAN REQUIEM

The CSO audience is in for a treat with the performance 
of Johannes Brahms’ A German Requiem, to Words of 
the Holy Scriptures.  This ambitious work for chorus, 
orchestra, and soprano and baritone soloists was 
composed between 1865 and 1868 and has seven 
movements, which together last about 68 minutes, 
making this work Brahms’s longest composition.  The 
work was critically acclaimed throughout Germany and in 
England, Switzerland and Russia, marking Brahms’s arrival 
on the world stage.

The CSO is joined for this performance by the Cheyenne 
Chamber Singers, under the direction of Sean Ambrose; 
University of Wyoming Choirs, under the direction of 
Holly Dalrymple and Brian Murray; and select members 
of the Laramie County Community College Cantorei and 
Collegiate Choral, directed by Bethany Smith.

The Brahms German Requiem also features two talented 
soloists, who will shine in the roles at the April concert.  
Soprano Jennifer Bird-Arvidsson is an assistant professor 
at the University of Colorado, where she is chair of the 
voice department.  During her career she has performed 
in a variety of roles in operatic productions and as a 
soloist with many orchestras.  She is considered “a 
specialist in character study and dramatic expression in 
singing”.  She holds degrees from Southern Methodist 
University and the University of Michigan.  

Bass-Baritone, Rhys Lloyd Talbot has performed with regional 
opera companies, including the Lyric Opera of Kansas and 
the Glimmerglass Festival.  He has attended young artist 
programs across the country and has also competed as a 
regional finalist in the Metropolitan Opera National Council 
Auditions, The Sara Tucker Study Grants, as well as the 
Houston Grand Opera Eleanor McCollum Competition.  He 
received degrees in Vocal Performance from the University of 
Northern Iowa and the University of Missouri-Kansas City.  
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Symphony Friends

CSO Staff

William Intriligator, 
Music Director & Conductor

Lindsey Bird Reynolds, 
Executive Director

Christine Pelletier, 
Director of Community Engagement

Christian Cherek, 
Director of Marketing/Development

Kristen Beeman,
Orchestra Manager/Music Librarian

Mick Finnegan, President
Steve Schmerge, Past President

Kathy Muller Ogle
Lucie Osborn*
Wendy Owen
Alaina Prestwood
Anne Ritschard
Carolyn Ritschard*
Toni Rogers
Barb & Bob Ruegge
Anthony Salzl
Kathie Selden
Betty Ann Shaffer
Jerry & Pat Swan
Buddy Tennant
Liane Terrill
Sharon Tighe
Kathy Vialpondo

Terry Ball
Ingrid Bauer
Chuck & Julia Burke
Denise Dijkstal 
Jim Dinneen*
Nick Fuerst 
Nikki Garman
Mary Guthrie
Anna Marie Hales*
Natalie Hales
Betty Lewis
Vic Lisek 
Debbie McCann
Judy Moss
Toma Nisbet
Sharon Novick

* Denotes Board Liaison

There will be cocktails for purchase and appetizers 
provided by the Downtown Development Authority

 The CSO After Party Returns!
Join Maestro Intriligator, 

CSO musicians and 
other patrons after the 

Apr. 23rd concert 
at The Albany at 1506 Capitol Ave.! 


